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Chapter 4021 
Zhongquan had never dreamed that Marven would give him this much respect at this auction. 
 
It was already a great surprise for him to be allowed to participate in the auction as a VIP. 
 
But he did not expect that Marven would not only give him the status of VIP but even let him make a 
final appearance. 
 
It is not just the final appearance, what surprised him most is Warnia calling from behind the curtains, 
asking all to stand up. 
 
Stand up and give a full round of applause to welcome him to the stage, giving him the highest 
treatment for this occasion! 
 
To tell you, at this moment, inside the hall there are all the top tycoons without any exception. 
 
Their economic strength is so strong that the Ye family in front of many people here is nothing. 
 
However, even these people have to respectfully stand up and applaud to welcome his entrance. 
 
In this instant, Zhongquan’s vanity was greatly satisfied. 
 
However, being treated with such a high standard, it was inevitable that Master Ye was more nervous in 
his heart. 
 
He was even so nervous that he didn’t know whether he should step on his left foot or his right foot 
when he entered the auction hall later. 
 
He forced down the excitement and nervousness in his heart, and only then did he step into the auction 
hall. 
 
At this moment, more than four hundred people in the hall stood straight on both sides. 
 
Each of them turned their bodies to the side and back, while their eyes were staring at the entrance. 
 
As soon as they saw Zhongquan step in, everyone applauded desperately at almost the same time. 
 
The applause was so enthusiastic that it even made Zhongquan a little scared. 
 
And these applauding people, in fact, do not really respect Zhongquan, they just listened to Warnia. 
 
She did not just ask to stand up and applaud, but also to give the most enthusiastic applause. 
 
They are afraid of being written off for their poor performance, so they can only put in more energy. 
 



Zhongquan’s red carpet walk less than half has been used to this feeling of attention. 
 
The whole person also gradually relaxed, also putting up a smile on his face. 
 
Not only felt a spring breeze but also subconsciously raised his hand to wave towards everyone, as if in 
this place he is the biggest celebrity. 
 
After enjoying the attention and applause of the crowd, moved to sit down in the middle of the VIP 
seats. 
 
After he sat down, the electronic clock hanging above the venue had also reached 19:50. 
 
So, Warnia smiled and said, 
 
“I know that the majority of you have come to our auction for the Rejuvenation Pill,” 
 
“So here I would like to introduce to you the specific rules of the auction tonight.” 
 
After saying that, she started to add: “First of all,” 
 
“Tonight we have prepared two incomparably precious Rejuvenation Pills,” 
 
“Except for one of the Rejuvenation Pills which will be auctioned as a whole, at the end of the auction 
for the finale,” 
 
“The remaining one Rejuvenation Pill will be divided into four equal parts, each of which will be 
auctioned separately as one whole;” 
 
“Secondly, of all the items in tonight’s collection, only the Rejuvenation Pill is non-repurchasable,” 
 
“Which means that if one of you bids on the first Rejuvenation Pill,” 
 
“You automatically lose the opportunity to participate in the other Rejuvenation Pill auctions that 
follow,” 
 
“While the other lots are not subject to this restriction;” 
 
“Therefore, if one of you aims to get a whole Rejuvenation Pill,” 
 
“Then please do not participate in the first four Rejuvenation Pill auctions,” 
 
“Otherwise once you succeed in the auction, you will lose the qualification to bid for a whole 
Rejuvenation Pill at the end.” 
 
“In addition, in view of the fact that everyone has already paid the deposit of 50 million RMB,” 
 
“So tonight’s auction, in addition to the Rejuvenation Pill,” 
 



“All the goods you bid on will be directly reserved and sealed for you,” 
 
“And if the turnover is lower than the deposit, we will automatically deduct the amount of goods to 
return the remaining deposit back to you.” 
 
“If the turnover is higher than the deposit, you need to add the remaining deposit at the end of the 
auction,” 
 
“After the auction, the first time to make up the rest of the remaining amount of goods;” 
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Warnia continued with the last part of her intro, “Finally, if you successfully bid for the Rejuvenation 
Pill,” 
 
“We and our staff will give you a cell phone,” 
 
“So you can contact your finance directly and let them finish the transfer at the first time,” 
 
“And we will hand over the Rejuvenation Pill to you on-site after verifying that the money has been 
received.” 
 
“Of course, according to our rules, after you get the Rejuvenation Pill,” 
 
“You must take it in public, otherwise it will be regarded as a forfeit.” 
 
Speaking of this, Warnia looked at the crowd and opened her mouth to ask, 
 
“Does anyone has any more questions?” 
 
“If there are, please raise your hands to speak.” 
 
In the crowd, a number of people raised their hands, and Warnia pointed to one of them and spoke, 
 
“Please ask a question number 095.” 
 
The one wearing costume number 095 was an old white man in his seventies. 
 
And when he saw Warnia point to him, he quickly stood up and asked, 
 
“What if we pay for it but the Rejuvenation Pill doesn’t have the effect we want?” 
 
“After all, we have only heard about the efficacy of this Pill, but we have not seen it yet ……” 
 
Warnia seriously replied, 
 
“I can tell you responsibly that the effect of the Rejuvenation Pill definitely exceeds your previous 
understanding and perception of any related medicine,” 
 



“Whether you auction a quarter of a Rejuvenation Pill or a whole Pill from the finale,” 
 
“After you take it on the spot, there will be effects visible to the nak3d eye,” 
 
“Which is why we have the condition that the successful bidder must take the Rejuvenation Pill on the 
spot,” 
 
“So that others can witness the miraculous effects of the pill,” 
 
“If he has no effect, how can we make such a decision?” 
 
Even if the effect is good, there are people who may not feel satisfied enough, just like everyone here,” 
 
“Whose desire for wealth is never capped and never satisfied, so this is something we can only 
guarantee,” 
 
“We can only guarantee that the majority of people will be convinced after witnessing it with their own 
eyes,” 
 
“But if the person himself does not approve or is not satisfied, we do not accept any kind of refund or 
after-sale, so please understand this.” 
 
That old man hesitated for a moment and nodded gently. 
 
He also knew that it was difficult to quantify this kind of thing with some kind of public standard. 
 
But since the organizer dared to let everyone take it on the spot. 
 
It proved that they must have full confidence in the efficacy of this medicine. 
 
Otherwise, as long as the first Rejuvenation Pill was auctioned. 
 
And everyone saw with their own eyes that the Rejuvenation Pill does not have any effect. 
 
It would be impossible to sell the later ones. 
 
Thus, he spoke up and said, “Thank you for Miss Song’s explanation, I understand.” 
 
Warnia then added, “No. 055, please ask your question.” 
 
No. 055, an old man with a Middle Eastern face, stood up and asked, 
 
“Miss Song, if someone bids for the Rejuvenation Pill but the money cannot arrive, what will your 
organizer do with it?” 
 
Warnia said seriously: “Because our auction tonight of the Rejuvenation Pill interspersed with other 
collections,” 
 



“So everyone has twenty minutes to transfer money after a successful bid on the Rejuvenation Pill,” 
 
“If the payment does not arrive within twenty minutes, we will automatically cancel his share of the 
Rejuvenation Pill,” 
 
“And re-release this part of the Pill for another auction,” 
 
“And those who fail to pay will lose the eligibility to continue bidding for the Pill tonight!” 
 
The man nodded and said, “I understand, thank you Miss Song for your answer!” 
 
Warnia smiled slightly in response, and then after answering a few more questions, the time had 
reached 19:59. 
 
After that, Warnia did not continue the roll call, but watched the time count down to the last ten 
seconds, so she smiled and said, 
 
“I announce that the first Rejuvenation Pill Auction is now officially started!” 
 
“And the first auction item we have prepared for you tonight is the first quarter of the Rejuvenation 
Pill!” 
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As soon as Warnia’s words fell, the whole room instantly let out a gasp. 
 
Everyone thought that the Rejuvenation Pill would be pressed into the back and slowly warmed up. 
 
But to their surprise, the first lot that came up was the Rejuvenation Pill! 
 
This is actually Marven’s deliberate arrangement. 
 
What he wanted was this kind of feeling of blowing up the field directly when he came up. 
 
No need to make a lot of effort to heat up the field, directly throw the “heavy bomb” down to detonate, 
the field can instantly heat up. 
 
Moreover, the first shot back to the Rejuvenation Pills can also let this group of people in the fastest 
time to see the efficacy of it. 
 
Which will also make others crazier. 
 
At this moment, Marven sat in the monitoring room, watching the live broadcast of the scene, and 
smiled slightly, 
 
“Warnia’s performance is much better than I expected, it seems that she has found the right rhythm.” 
 
“Yes.” Zak Chen also couldn’t help but praise, “Miss Song’s live play is really steady, the scene has been 
held by her.” 



 
Saying that, he curiously asked Marven, “Young Master, what price do you think this first Rejuvenation 
Pill can fetch?” 
 
Marven laughed: “I can’t say this, but the first copy of the sale price must be the lowest,” 
 
“I guess it should be in the range of several hundred million to one billion dollars.” 
 
… 
 
At this moment, the auction site. 
 
Just when everyone had not yet returned to their senses. 
 
An etiquette lady, carrying a delicate silver plate came up. 
 
Immediately afterward, the camera was focused on the silver plate. 
 
Presenting the quarter of the black and shiny Rejuvenation Pill on the plate on the big screen behind 
Warnia. 
 
The Rejuvenation Pill was already small, and a quarter of it was even smaller. 
 
So if it hadn’t been magnified on the big screen with this high-definition camera. 
 
The bidders sitting below wouldn’t have been able to see it at all. 
 
The vast majority of people, at this moment, are skeptical of this small piece of elixir. 
 
Who can not believe that such a small piece of ordinary things can have the legendary magical effect. 
 
However, among the crowd, there were two people staring at the Rejuvenation Pill with eyes full of 
enthusiasm and desire instead of any doubt. 
 
Among them, in addition to the Old Queen of Scandinavia, who had her life saved by this Pill. 
 
There was also an old acquaintance of Marven, the richest man in Haicheng, Li Tailai. 
 
Tailai last time at Warnia’s birthday party, with a price of 2 billion successfully won a Rejuvenation pill. 
 
After taking not only did all the diseases in him disappear, the state also improved to at least 20 years 
younger. 
 
At that moment he knew that he spent 2 billion too worth it! 
 
Therefore, this time, he also first signed up for the auction. 
 
Want to take this opportunity to work hard to get some more rejuvenation pills. 



 
He also knew that he did not have enough money to get a whole Rejuvenation Pill. 
 
So he hoped that he could grab a copy of the Pill that was split into four parts. 
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At this time, Warnia spoke: “This auction accepts payment in two currencies, RMB or USD.” 
 
“However, since there are more overseas friends present today, we use USD as the unit for all bids,” 
 
“And the starting price for the quarter of the Rejuvenation Pill in front of me is USD 100 million,” 
 
“With each bid increasing by at least USD 10 million, please start bidding if you are an interested buyer!” 
 
The starting price for a quarter of a Pill was set at $100 million, which really surprised many bidders who 
were not that rich. 
 
Just when many people were still a bit stunned, Tailai raised his hand without hesitation and said, “I bid 
$100 million!” 
 
In the monitoring room, Marven said with a smile, “Tailai is really smart, he knows to compete for the 
first share,” 
 
“With his financial strength, if he can’t earn the first share, it will be more difficult for the later ones.” 
 
“Yeah.” Zak Chen put one of the images, switched to a close-up of Tailai’s face, and said with a smile, 
 
“Young Master, you see, although this Tailai called for a very crisp price, but the expression still seems to 
be very fleshy.” 
 
Marven took a look, also could not help but dumbfounded smile nodded and said: “In fact, of the two 
hundred people who came today,” 
 
“At least half of them will directly decide to give up when the starting price is announced,” 
 
“They went to the trouble of coming here, just want to see how powerful the Pill is,” 
 
“And even if they are willing to follow the bidding, with their strength, after a few rounds, it is estimated 
to call they can’t get up.” 
 
In fact, even Tailai himself was a little surprised at the starting price of $100 million. 
 
According to the current exchange rate, 100 million dollars is more than 600 million yuan. 
 
The last time he won a whole Rejuvenation Pill, it only cost him two billion RMB. 
 
And now a quarter of the starting price is one third of the price of the whole one last time! 
 



However, Tailai could not help but calculate in his heart: 
 
“Tonight, the first of the four copies of the rejuvenation pills is definitely the cheapest,” 
 
“Because the vast majority of people here do not know how amazing the rejuvenation pills really are,” 
 
“But once the first copy is taken away and taken in public, it will definitely make these people go crazy!” 
 
“The price will definitely go up in the future! So this first copy, I am determined to get it!” 
 
When Warnia saw that Tailai had made a bid, she nodded and said with a smile, 
 
“Okay, No. 055 bid $100 million, is there anyone willing to bid $110 million? Please raise your hand if 
you have one.” 
 
As soon as the words fell, an old man with gray hair in the crowd raised his hand and said, “I bid $110 
million!” 
 
Tailai did not hesitate to raise his hand: “I bid 120 million!” 
 
Warnia was just about to speak when an old man with a Middle Eastern face raised his hand and said, “I 
bid 200 million!” 
 
Tailai was instantly shocked by the sudden appearance of Cheng Bite Gold, and thought to himself, 
 
“This guy opened his mouth and called from 120 million to 200 million, I don’t know if he really has 
money,” 
 
“Or if he is deliberately trying to play a psychological tactic to scare away the other competitors by 
raising the price sharply in an instant!” 
 
Before Tailai could regain his senses, he saw the old Scandinavian empress sitting in the VIP seat in the 
front row open her mouth and say, 
 
“I bid 250 million!” 
 
The old queen is not worth much, the entire Iliad family, assets together are just enough to the 
threshold of this auction registration. 
 
However, for the old queen, who had already walked in front of the ghost gate, money is not even a fa.rt 
in front of life. 
 
To say two or three billion dollars, she really can not take out, but two or three hundred million or even 
three or five hundred million dollars, gritting her teeth or can take out. 
 
Her current thinking, is similar to Li Telai, after all, she is not strong enough, with limited ammunition, so 
she has to be quick, to catch everyone by surprise. 
 



Therefore, the moment she opened her mouth, she directly put the price too high 50 million dollars. 
 
In order to show the determination to win, to scare off those bidders who try to wrangle with her a 
little. 
 
Tailai did not expect to meet two competitors who raised their prices significantly, and in this instant, he 
even had the urge to shout $300 million to see who could scare who. 
 
However, on second thought, there are already two rivals who play this way, if he also plays this way, it 
may not work. 
 
So, he raised his hand indifferently and casually said, “I bid $260 million!” 
 
Chapter 4025 
The main reason why auctions are popular all over the world is that there is only a lower limit and no 
upper limit for anything at an auction. 
 
Therefore, any item may fetch a sky-high price at an auction, depending mainly on the strength and 
mentality of the competitors. 
 
Sometimes when they get on each other’s throats, even worthless things can fetch astonishingly high 
prices. 
 
And, this straightforward way of bidding, there are really not too many tactics available. 
 
Commonly used is only two, either a violent price, with the momentum of the other side to scare. 
 
Tell the other side that you have plenty of money, smashing can also smash you. 
 
Or slowly follow up, while to a face of change, to give the other side a kind of you want to play. 
 
I will play with you to the end of the posture. 
 
Tailai first method did not work, so it can only turn to use the second, he intends to be. 
 
From now on, as long as the price is still within the range of their own can afford. 
 
Then they will be light-hearted according to the 10 million mark-up range up. 
 
If in case the price goes up to a level that you can’t accept, then you’ll silently quit. 
 
At this time, the Nordic Queen saw that there was still room for the price to be higher than her own 
limit. 
 
So she also raised her hand without thinking and said loudly, “I bid $300 million!” 
 
The words just fell, Tailai in the heart cursed: “Da*n old woman, you are fcuking crazy or what,” 
 



“300 million dollars you still open your mouth!” 
 
“Do you know that $300 million is almost 2 fcuking billion yuan, I bought a whole one for this amount! 
Damn bad luck!” 
 
While cursing in his heart, Tailai said, “I’ll give you $310 million!” 
 
After saying these words, his heart was dripping blood. 
 
He originally thought that this group of people had never seen the Rejuvenation Pill. 
 
He thought of taking advantage of this and stealing the first copy first. 
 
According to him, the price should not exceed 300 million dollars, but who would have thought that. 
 
As soon as he turned his head, the price had already exceeded 300 million. 
 
But the good thing is that he is also an entrepreneur with tens of billions of dollars. 
 
Converted into dollars, at least 10 billion, so this 300 million dollar is not much for him. 
 
The Middle Eastern tycoon, who had raised his hand again, said, “I bid 320 million dollars!” 
 
“Sh!t!” Tailai cursed in his heart, was about to call for $330 million. 
 
At this time, a black man who had never raised his hand suddenly raised his hand trembling, and his 
voice also trembled a bit and spoke: 
 
“I …… I bid $500 million!” 
 
This black man, one of the richest black people in the world, is from Nigeria and is a supergiant in that 
country and even the whole of Africa. 
 
This person was on vacation in London some time ago when he heard the news that the high society 
was all discussing the auction of the Rejuvenation pill. 
 
As for him, because he suffered from Parkinson’s disease ten years ago. 
 
He has been searching for the most advanced treatment around the world all these years. 
 
However, the cause of Parkinson’s is still not understood by the scientific community. 
 
So although he has been actively receiving various treatments, the symptoms of Parkinson’s still have 
not improved much. 
 
Not only has it not improved, but his condition has been worsening in the last two years, so much so 
that his life has been greatly affected. 
 



Nowadays, he is unable to walk by himself because the tremor in his hands and feet is too strong. 
 
And he is unable to eat on his own, he can only rely on others to feed him. 
 
He has completely lost the ability to take care of himself, and his quality of life has dropped dramatically. 
 
Not only that, his five senses have now lost their nerve control. 
 
And his crooked mouth and slanted eyes are so unpleasant that he is not even willing to look in the 
mirror for several years. 
 
Therefore, even though he has wealth more than tens of thousands of wealthy families. 
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He simply did not have the opportunity to enjoy it properly. 
 
His biggest dream now is to be cured of his illness so that he can enjoy the rest of his life peacefully. 
 
Een if he makes more sacrifices in terms of money, it doesn’t matter to him. 
 
Therefore, as soon as he came up, he directly raised the price by nearly 200 million, just to get this pill. 
 
Neither Tailai, nor the Old Queen of Northern Europe, nor the Middle Eastern tycoon who called for the 
price before, expected that the richest black man would be so tough. 
 
Adding so much money to the previous bidder as soon as he came up. 
 
Tailai’s heart was instantly depressed to the extreme. 
 
500 million dollars converted into RMB, already more than 3 billion! 
 
And he, too, could not afford the three billion or so. 
 
It’s just that when he thought that he had only used two billion dollars to auction out the whole 
Rejuvenation Pill before. 
 
But now he had to spend more than three billion dollars or even more for a quarter of the Pill, he had a 
strong feeling of disparity in his heart. 
 
Just when he was still struggling with the whole hesitation. 
 
The Nordic Queen put her heart on the line and raised her hand and said, “I’ll give 500 and 50 million!” 
 
The old queen can take out all the funds, at most only 600 million dollars. 
 
She intends to give all her efforts, if success is hers it is good, if not, then can only put all the hope on 
Marven. 
 



The richest black man had not been involved in the bidding before, but he suddenly killed out. 
 
Just to give the other competitors a surprise attack. 
 
This quiet as a child, move like a rabbit means, he believes in his personal style of action. 
 
So, he opened his mouth completely unwillingly and said, “I offer 600 million!” 
 
The old queen sank inwardly, knowing that she would probably have to return tonight without any 
success. 
 
So she could only make one last effort and raised her hand and said, “Six hundred and ten million!” 
 
Tailai also came back to his senses at this time, although the price of six hundred and ten million was 
very high. 
 
It was definitely the lowest price for the Rejuvenation Pill tonight. 
 
Moreover, he also saw the Parkinson’s patient’s trembling body and crooked mouth and eyes. 
 
And immediately knew that this person was definitely a serious Parkinson’s patient, so he couldn’t help 
but think: 
 
“If we really let that Parkinson’s patient take the first pill,” 
 
“Once he takes it on stage, in case he is cured on the spot, I am afraid that the later portion of the pill 
will be even more expensive.” 
 
Thinking of this, he gritted his teeth and was about to shout out a price of 650 million,” 
 
“When he heard the trembling voice shouting again, “I …… bid seven …… seven… …seven hundred 
million!” 
 
The scene was in an uproar! 
 
More than half of the bidders wanted to cry. 
 
Because they couldn’t even imagine that even a quarter of a Rejuvenation Pill could fetch such a price. 
 
This had already broken their psychological ceiling early on. 
 
Tailai’s $650 million was forced back by the other party, so he was naturally indignant. 
 
However, when he thought that this might be the closest he could get to the Rejuvenation Pill for the 
rest of his life. 
 
He could only grit his teeth fiercely and said loudly, “$750 million! I’ll pay $750 million! I’m not fcuking 
around!” 



 
Warnia immediately reminded, “No. 055, please watch your words, no swearing in public!” 
 
Tailai nodded his head in a hurry and said in fear, “Sorry Miss Song, I’m really sorry,” 
 
“I was impulsive, I will pay attention in the future!” 
 
Tailai’s roar did not scare off the rich black man, who continued to raise his trembling right hand and 
shouted, 
 
“Eight hundred million! I offer eight hundred million!” 
 
When the black tycoon shouted out the price of $800 million. 
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The Nordic Queen instantly like a deflated ball, disheveled sitting on the chair, eyes hollow, and with a 
few points of resignation. 
 
This price is already more than she can afford. 
 
Therefore, she knew very well in her heart that she had no chance with the Rejuvenation Pill. 
 
And at this time, many people at the scene have also begun to mutter privately. 
 
Everyone knew that the five Rejuvenation Pills tonight must be like a ladder going higher and higher. 
 
So the price of this first Pill was tamping down the foundation and setting the tone for the Pills to follow. 
 
If its price is raised too high, then the price of the Rejuvenation Pill will explode to an unbelievably high 
price. 
 
At this moment, Tailai’s mentality was about to collapse. 
 
He cursed in his heart: “Seven hundred and fifty million dollars! And it’s still in dollars!” 
 
“Converted down, that’s more than four billion RMB, just to auction off this quarter of the Rejuvenation 
Pill, isn’t that fcuking enough?!” 
 
After saying that, he violently pulled his hair, hesitantly struggling whether to continue to call for 
another hand of eight hundred and ten million. 
 
But while he was hesitating, the Middle Eastern tycoon who had bid before but hadn’t moved for a 
while. 
 
Now he raised his hand again and said in a deep voice, “One billion!” 
 
Hearing this figure, Tailai felt a surge of anger in his heart rushing to the sky, cursing in his heart: 
 



“One billion, how can this fcuking let others live? 
 
Before he could react, the rich black man raised his hand again, “I’ll give you 1.1 billion!” 
 
And the Middle Eastern tycoon, as if he had a sudden burst of energy, said almost without delay, “1.2 
billion!” 
 
The black tycoon gritted his teeth and said without changing his face: “One …… 1.3 billion!” 
 
From one billion to 1.3 billion, only took less than ten seconds. 
 
The scene was once again in an uproar. 
 
Some people who were originally interested in winning the Rejuvenation Pill had inwardly given up on 
the idea of competing for the Pill altogether. 
 
Because in their existing mode of thinking, they feel that even if this medicine is magical. 
 
At this price, it is already outrageous. 
 
Some people, even have begun to look up a good show. 
 
Because they feel that now the price of this quarter of the rejuvenation pill has been speculated to a 
sky-high price of $1.3 billion. 
 
No matter who bought this pill, they believe that he will regret his impulsiveness after taking this pill. 
 
While everyone was shouting in amazement, a domestic tycoon said in a low voice to the people around 
him, 
 
“Fcuk, these people are all fcuking crazy, how dare they ask for $1.3 billion?” 
 
“What is the concept of 1.3 billion dollars? If you use it to buy Airbus A320 planes, you can buy 20 
fcuking planes!” 
 
A Chinese American next to him asked with a smile, “You’re funny, how do you think you can compare 
airplanes with this one.” 
 
The man said: “Because I have an airline company, you know, there are at least a dozen airlines in 
China,” 
 
“Now the number of aircraft fleet can not reach 20, the worst Airline, all the family counted, has a total 
of three planes,” 
 
“This fcuking good, take 20 planes for a quarter of the pill is not sure whether the effect is so powerful if 
it can stand this?” 
 
People around, have involuntarily nodded their heads. 



 
They also feel that taking the money of 20 planes to buy a quarter of a pill is really unacceptable. 
 
However, even if others find it unacceptable, Tailai is not yet willing to give up. 
 
He had truly experienced the miraculous effect of the Pill and knew that this medicine brought not only 
health, but also more and more valuable time to people. 
 
To him, twenty planes were indeed a lot, but not as important as a long life. 
 
So, he gritted his teeth to death and bellowed angrily, “I’ll pay ten billion! Renminbi!” 
 
Warnia said helplessly, “No. 055, this auction is uniformly bid in US dollars, please pay attention and re-
state a price.” 
 
Tailai hurriedly said, “Miss Song, I can’t calculate the exchange rate anymore, so please help me to see 
how much 10 billion RMB is in US dollars!” 
 
Warnia used the calculator prepared in advance on the auction table to do some calculations and said, 
“About 1.6 billion.” 
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Tailai nodded his head and said with extreme indignation, “Then it’s 1.6 billion!” 
 
He secretly thought: “10 billion yuan, is the limit of my tolerance,” 
 
“Rather than with these two ba5tards continue to slow cut meat general consumption,” 
 
“Why not directly go hard, it will rise it 300 million dollars, see who fcuking dare to follow!” 
 
Just when he thought that his angry price increase would definitely scare off the other two. 
 
To his surprise, the two raised their hands almost simultaneously. 
 
The Middle Eastern tycoon shouted, “I bid 1.7 billion!” 
 
The black tycoon was even more vicious and shouted out in one breath, “Two billion! I bid two billion!” 
 
Tailai’s psychological defense was instantly crushed, and he gave up instantly. 
 
His whole body sank down in the chair, his back was already completely soaked with cold sweat. 
 
He knew that he couldn’t follow it anymore. 
 
He couldn’t accept the fact that he had used more than five times the previous price to buy a quarter of 
the Rejuvenation Pill. 
 
A difference of twenty times between the two. 



 
If he buys back this Rejuvenation Pill at a higher price, he might have a hard time getting over this hurdle 
in his heart. 
 
And the more he thought about it in the future, the harder and more painful it would be. 
 
So, he sighed in dismay and gave up bidding. 
 
The eyes of everyone on the scene were focused on the rich Middle Eastern man. 
 
If he was still willing to continue bidding, the price of the quarter of the rejuvenation pill would exceed 
two billion dollars. 
 
If he gave up the bidding, then the quarter of the Pill would become the property of the black tycoon. 
 
Warnia also spoke up at this time: “No. 047 bid two billion dollars, is there a higher price than this?” 
 
Saying that, she looked around and said seriously, “The first rejuvenating elixir, the highest bid received 
so far is two billion dollars,” 
 
“This is the first rejuvenating elixir tonight, is there a higher price than two billion dollars?” 
 
“If there is, please raise your hand so I can see it.” 
 
No one on the floor answered, and even more so, no one raised their hands. 
 
With a faint smile, Warnia then said, “Okay, two billion for the first time, now if any of you want to 
compete, there is still a chance to give an offer.” 
 
There was still no one on the scene to answer. 
 
And that Middle Eastern tycoon, at this time, also had some hesitation. 
 
After all, the price of two billion dollars is indeed too high, he is not a royal family, and money is not a 
windblown. 
 
Not to mention the drilling of a well in his own backyard spewed out, so he must consider whether the 
two billion is worth paying or not. 
 
The main reason he called all the way up to 1.7 billion before was because he found out three years ago. 
 
That he had pancreatic cancer, and the good news is that the disease did not develop very seriously, so 
he underwent surgery to remove it. 
 
However, since pancreatic cancer is the least detectable when he was diagnosed. 
 
The tumor had more or less invaded the lymphatic tissue, so it was mid-stage cancer. 
 



Doctors speculated that the probability of his survival in the five years after surgery would not be more 
than sixty percent, by and large. 
 
Many celebrities around the world have died from pancreatic cancer, which is called the king of all 
cancers, and the most headache is that it is very difficult to detect and treat. 
 
Once you have this disease, even if you have a lot of money, it’s all for naught. 
 
Other diseases rely on various special drugs and high-end advanced treatment methods, which can give 
patients a few years. 
 
Or even a longer survival cycle, but once pancreatic cancer is diagnosed, even if you have a mountain of 
silver, you can’t get back a few years. 
 
This is also the fundamental reason why Philip GU, who is so rich, could only wait for death after getting 
pancreatic cancer. 
 
If not for Marven’s timely appearance, using the Rejuvenation Pill to cure him, he would have had at 
most one month of life left. 
 
The Middle Eastern tycoon was also hesitating at this time, worrying that the Rejuvenation Pill would 
have little effect on his condition. 
 
And that he was suffering from pancreatic cancer, and there was no professional equipment at the 
auction site to see the effect of the Pill. 
 
In case he found no change in his condition after returning, wouldn’t he have spent two billion dollars 
for nothing? 
 
Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but glance at No. 047 again. 
 
He could also see that No. 047 was a severe Parkinson’s patient, so he suddenly thought in his mind. 
 
Parkinson’s disease, so the disease is almost always in front of his eyes, so why not let this guy have it? 
 
Let him shoot the first one to eat on the spot to show it? 
 
Just think of it as letting him come and give himself a little white rabbit! 
 
If, after he took a quarter of the rejuvenation pills, Parkinson’s could be visibly reduced or even cured. 
 
Then he would have to take the second rejuvenation pills, no matter what! 
 
If there was no improvement in Parkinson’s after he took it. 
 
Then he would not participate in the bidding for the Pill anymore! 
 
Chapter 4029 



When the Middle Eastern tycoon decided that he wanted to take the richest black man as a guinea pig. 
 
Patiently look at a wave, then on the scene then no one continued to call up the price. 
 
In fact, everyone is not stupid, seeing this Parkinson’s patient, shaking more fiercely than a hand-held 
tractor. 
 
They know that this must be a serious Parkinson’s patient. 
 
So now everyone wants to see if this buddy can be cured on the spot after taking the first copy of the 
Rejuvenation Pill! 
 
At this time, Warnia then opened her mouth and said, “Ladies and gentlemen,” 
 
“The highest bid for tonight’s first Rejuvenation Pill is now two billion dollars,” 
 
“Two billion dollars for the second time, and if any of you still want to compete,” 
 
“There is still a chance to give an offer before I ask for the third time,” 
 
“So if you want to raise your bid, please raise your hand for me to see.” 
 
The scene remained silent. 
 
Everyone was determined not to see the hare. 
 
Everyone was impatiently waiting for Warnia to hurry up and finish her third time. 
 
And then quickly drop the hammer to close the deal. 
 
In this way, the Rejuvenation Pill will also have a chance to be walked around. 
 
They will all know if it is a mule or a horse that they are seeing. 
 
At this time, Warnia said, “Okay, it’s now two billion dollars for the third time,” 
 
“So I’ll ask for the last time if there are any higher offers. 
 
The Parkinson’s patient’s body shook even more strongly because of his nervousness. 
 
He didn’t know whether this Rejuvenation Pill could cure him or not. 
 
But he knew very well in his heart that modern technology had absolutely not been able to cure him. 
 
Therefore, this Pill might be his last chance. 
 
At this moment, Warnia had already picked up the small wooden hammer on the auction table. 
 



She raised the hammer up, looked around the room one last time, and smiled faintly, “Two billion 
dollars, Sold!” 
 
After saying that, she knocked the hammer down hard, making a crisp crash. 
 
Then, she turned her palm toward the rich black man and said with a smile, 
 
“Please use your applause to congratulate No. 047 for winning the first Rejuvenationing Pill tonight at a 
price of two billion dollars!” 
 
The scene thundered with applause. 
 
And that black tycoon, too, was thrilled to no end. 
 
At this time, Warnia said again, “Next, please I ask our staff to hand the phone to No. 047,” 
 
“And ask him to confirm with the finance or his family to complete the transfer as soon as possible.” 
 
As she spoke, a young soldier of Cataclysmic Front, holding a special customized cell phone, stepped in 
front of No. 047 and handed him the cell phone. 
 
The other party did not reach out to receive it, but let the attendant beside him take the phone. 
 
Who then immediately picked up the phone and dialed an overseas number. 
 
The phone was quickly connected, and his entourage immediately raised the phone to the ear of the 
rich man. 
 
Who said in a trembling voice: “Quickly pay the auction house …… Two billion …… dollars ……” 
 
Everyone then waited in silence for the confirmation of the arrival of the money. 
 
Five minutes later, Warnia received a prompt from the finance staff informing her that two billion 
dollars had arrived. 
 
So she then smiled and said, “Our finance has confirmed the receipt of the money,” 
 
“Here is a request for 047 to come to the stage and take the rejuvenation pill in public!” 
 
The tycoon’s entourage hurriedly spoke up, “Hello, our chairman has very limited mobility and had a 
very hard time getting through the security check to come in just now,” 
 
“Can you arrange for the staff to bring the rejuvenation pills over?” 
 
Chapter 4030 
Warnia shook her head and said politely, “Gentleman, I’m very sorry, the rules of our auction are that,” 
 
“All customers who have taken the Rejuvenation Pill must come on stage and take it on the spot,” 



 
“If No. 047 has mobility problems, we can arrange for the staff to help him on stage.” 
 
The accompanying staff was a bit indignant, after all, two billion dollars had been spent. 
 
And such a small request could not be granted? This is too fcuking inhumane! 
 
However, before he could comment, the rich black man next to him immediately spoke up and warned, 
“Don’t talk nonsense!” 
 
The attendant immediately had the sense to shut his mouth. 
 
Then, the black tycoon slowly walked up to the stage with the support of his entourage. 
 
And a soldier of the Cataclysmic Front, shivering step by step. 
 
More than 400 people below watched him hobble all the way to the stage. 
 
One by one, they were suffering, people who can at most take 30 seconds to walk the distance, he 
walked for 7, 8 minutes. 
 
When he came to stand on the stage, the whole person is even more shaking dizzying. 
 
He had long ago collapsed Tailai, eyes on the rich black man, gritted his teeth and cursed: 
 
“Da*n! This dude is standing there, shaking like a fcuking high-voltage electricity,” 
 
“My eyes are almost blinded by him!” 
 
In fact, Tailai’s quality is not low, usually is also known as a gentle and elegant Confucian businessman. 
 
However, today, his mind was greatly stimulated, and missing the Pill had turned his whole person into a 
cynic. 
 
Now he is very upset at everything he sees and wants to curse at everyone he finds in the range. 
 
Warnia stood in front of the auction stage at this moment and said with a smile, 
 
“Let’s congratulate 047 on the opening of tonight’s auction.” 
 
“Of course, I also have to remind 047 here that you successfully won the first Rejuvenation Pill,” 
 
“And you will lose the qualification to bid for the next Pill auction, do you know that?” 
 
The rich black man didn’t know whether he was nodding or whether his head had been shaking back 
and forth in the first place. 
 
Only to see him shivering and reaching out his hand. 



 
Pointing laboriously at the quarter of the rejuvenation pill on the display table and said impatiently, 
 
“Give …… Give me …… I …… I want to take …… Now …… Eat it now ……” 
 
Warnia nodded slightly and spoke, 
 
“Okay, then we will have our staff, personally hand over the Rejuvenation Pill to you.” 
 
Saying that, she saw that his hands were shaking really badly, so she spoke, 
 
“It’s better to let our staff, directly feed you the elixir now!” 
 
Immediately after that, she nodded to the soldier of Front who had been standing by the side of the 
Rejuvenation Pill. 
 
The other party immediately picked up the Pill with both hands, stepped to the side of the rich black 
man. 
 
Steadied the man’s chin with one hand, picked up the quarter of the Pill with the other hand very slowly. 
 
And moved it towards his mouth in the presence of everyone. 
 
This series of actions, after being magnified by the big screen on the scene, could be seen extremely 
clearly by everyone. 
 
Therefore, at this moment, more than four hundred people were on the scene. 
 
Without exception, all the eyes without turning to hold their breath. 
 
No one dared to blink, because they were afraid to miss the birth of any miracle. 
 
Of course, there are also many people with absolute skepticism. 
 
After all, this person’s symptoms are too serious, they are people who have a lot of knowledge. 
 
Such a serious Parkinson’s patient, there is no medical possibility of a cure. 
 
Tailai still can’t help but spit in a low voice: 
 
“Da*n, if two more people like this come, the whole building will collapse with their shake!” 
 
Don’t know who behind him echoed a sentence: “This dude is shaking like this,” 
 
“Even if he dies the coffin board can’t cover it, I don’t believe this Rejuvenation elixir can cure him!” 
 
Just then, the elixir had been put into the rich black man’s mouth by the staff. 
 



At this moment, everyone stared at the screen with wide eyes, motionless and dead. 
 
The scene was so quiet that it seemed like a needle falling on the ground could be heard by everyone. 
 
The entire scene of more than four hundred people are all motionless, almost completely frozen. 
 
Except for the rich black man, still standing on the stage, stubbornly shaking constantly. 
 
And the quarter of the rejuvenation pill, already in his mouth which instantly melted away …… 
 
 
 
 


